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Product instruction
Product model:TR-OPC04 Beauty Bed

Product overview
Product model TR-OPC04 beauty bed

Back of a chair
size 58 cm *65cm

The cushion
size 50cm*65cm

The leg size 60cm *65cm

Lifting height Min: 62 cm Max: 85 cm

Packing size 165 cm * 65cm * 65cm

Package
number 1 piece/carton

The main body
material High density sponge, metal support, etc

The weight of
the 85kgs

The largest
bearing 150kg

color White black □ lake blue □

Product
characteristics

1. High performance mute motor (110/220V)
controls the overall lifting
2. Adjustable middle seat tilt, suitable for different
sitting position and sleeping position
3. The overall elevation of the head and legs can be
adjusted separately
4. Motor CE,TUV certification, appearance patent
certificate

Optional
configuration

Drag three drag four side control (with foot control)
□ casters □

Beauty bed is widely used in beauty salon, body massage club, SPA,

micro plastic surgery medical industry, tattoo tattoo chain.The operation

is simple and convenient, safe and stable, and its unique structure design

http://baike.so.com/doc/801482-847849.html
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contributes to the various angles and directions of the body in the

process of beauty and beauty, which is convenient for beauticians to

carry out corresponding nursing operations.
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1.Product structure drawing:

①Headrest

②Backrest

③Cushion

④Foot pad

⑤Armrest

⑥ABS blister cover

⑦USB connection and power socket
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⑧Remote control box

2.Product instructions

Beauty bed is shipped in one piece, so after the user puts the

beauty bed, plug in the power cord (three-phase 220V/110V) and

the remote control cord, and it can be used.

The beauty bed standard is equipped with three motor control (if

the optional hand control and foot control need to add a

controller), control the overall rise and fall, hand control seat

Angle to meet the beauty of the body in the process of various

angles, orientation of the body.Adding foot control is the preferred

configuration during aseptic operation! The pillow has an air vent,

which accords with the aesthetic design of human body.The

armrest on the side of cosmetic bed is divided into two parts. The

way to install armrest is to adjust the back of the bed to stand up

first, and then insert the armrest into the appropriate position

with the card slot. Handrails can be disassembled according to the

demand for convenience, or temporarily adjusted directly to put

back. The head can be adjusted to meet different nursing

requirements by manually adjusting the automatic clamping

position of the plunger.
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3.Matters needing attention

 The access voltage of the product must be three-phase

220V/110V, the lack of meeting will cause power safety

hazards;

 The base bracket adopts the hardware bracket structure,

which should not be moved or put violently when handling

and placing, and should not be hit or smashed with hard

objects, so as to avoid damaging the metal bracket structure of

the base and affecting the product experience.

 Whenever customers want to prepare for the top seat, should

be remote control in advance to operate the bed body into a

chair state, the back of the armrest does not block customers,

because the main force of the bed in the middle seat,

customers must be in the middle seat up and down, in order to

longer service life of the bed body, it is prohibited in the legs

up and down on the back.

 The pillows, backrests, seat cushions, legs, and left and right

armrests are all made of high-quality leather, so avoid contact

with hard objects or sharp objects when placing them, so as

not to damage the leather;
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 The remote control should be put back on the hook after each

use. It should not be misplaced to avoid trampling on the

remote control while walking.

4. Maintenance instructions

 This product should be placed in a ventilated and dry

environment with appropriate temperature. It should not be

placed in a high temperature or humid place.

 After each nursing operation, to clean the beauty bed body, to

ensure the use of health;

 The base ABS blister is attached with a protective film before

delivery to ensure the quality of the product;When you go

back to use, tear off the protective film can be as good as new.

 When there are stains on the surface, please use professional

cleaning fluid to clean;
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5. After-sales description

Thank you very much for your trust, choose our beauty bed

products, division I is a collection of research and development,

production, sales of beauty medical tattoo equipment in one of the

high-tech enterprises.

We pay special attention to technology research and new product

development. Our research and development team focuses on how to

rationalize product structure and standardize production, and engineers

enhance the added value of products through innovative product design,

structural design and manufacturing processes. At present, our products

or key components have been approved invention patents, utility model

patents, appearance patents.

Our company has a quality control team composed of several

professional quality inspection engineers, who strictly control the quality

of products. From the purchase of raw materials to each production

process, our company carries out strict management according to ISO

9001 quality system.

If you have any questions in the future use process, you can contact

our customer service, will serve you wholeheartedly!
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6.Instructions on aftersales and warranty

The whole structure of the product is guaranteed for one year, and the

special motor for the electric bed is guaranteed for three years.


